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1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
1.1 Objectives and justification
The objective of this project is to design and implement a software solution for the Real Time
Linux computers connected to the MPS System made by Festo Didactic GmbH1 placed in
the the laboratory for distributed operating systems and applications of the Hochschule Em-
den/Leer 2.
The MPS System is a flexible manufacturing system model that allows the students of com-
puter science and electrical engineering of the Hochschule Emden / Leer to learn the possibil-
ities of program in a Real Time system.
This system has nine modbus nodes, industrial computers with Real Time Linux, three of them
are S-MAX 5006 CE PB from the company Phoenix Contact3 and the other six are SIMATIC
Microbox PC from Siemens. The nodes from Siemens have a network card Via-Rhine III
which does not have a compatible driver module for Real Time Linux RTNet4 but it also has
a compatible driver module for the Linux Kernel. That means that the networking card do
not work for the Real Time calls and the manufacturer of the Rhine Network Card5 does not
support and provide any compatible Real Time Linux driver for them.
To allow the students to have the possibility of use the RTAI functions in a network context
with the current hardware, appears the justification of this project: to find alternative ways to
communicate the RTAI Tasks between nodes and implement it.
During the current document it will be explained how it was possible to design and implement
a network system of mailboxes to communicate the Real Time Tasks of all the nodes of the
MPS System.
1Festo Didactic GmbH http://www.festo-didactic.com
2Abteilung Technik, Fachbereich Elektrotechnik und Informatik, Labor für verteilte Betriebssysteme und App-
likationen.
3Phoenix Contact Deutschland GmbH http://www.phoenixcontact.de
4List of supported Network Adapters by the project RTNet: http://www.rtnet.org/doc.html [9].
5VIA Technologies, Inc http://www.via.com.tw/en/support/drivers.jsp.
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2 Basic Information
2.1 Used Technology
2.1.1 Real Time Linux and Real Time API Interface
In computer science, when we refer to the term Real Time operative system it means that
the operations that this OS execute will be executed inside of a strict time interval using an
optimized algorithm for scheduling to have a much better response. It means that the time
of the operation are predictably; or as fast as possible. Some example of uses of real time
operative system can be all the systems that need a response inside an interval like the software
that controls a motor, or a nuclear plant.
There are two kinds of Real Time software depending on the tolerance exceeding the time
interval:
Soft Real Time: When there is an exceeded time, it means a critical error, like the software
of a motor control.
Hard Real Time: When there is an exceeded time, sometimes it can be tolerated; for example
multimedia applications.
RTAI means Real Time Application Interface; it is an extension for the Linux kernel that give
to the developers an interface to create real time tasks and run it in real time with a special
schedule algorithm. The kernels that use this extension execute Linux as another Real Time
task.
2.2 Technology and software used
To develop, implement and test the software of the project:
Kate: An Advanced Text Editor. http://kate-editor.org/
GCC: A GNU Compiler Collection. http://gcc.gnu.org/
GDB: A GNU Debugger. http://www.gnu.org/s/gdb/
Valgrind: A Debugger and dynamic analysis tools. http://valgrind.org/
Bash Scripts: Some handmade bash scripts to send, load, test and reboot the software on all
the nodes easily. A copy of this scrips is attached with the source code.
To create this document, the diagrams and manage the bibliography:
Kile: A KDE Integrated LATEXEnvironment. http://kile.sourceforge.net
KbibTex: A BibTex editor for KDE. http://www.unix-ag.uni-kl.de/ fischer/kbibtex/
Jude: A diagram modeler for UML and diagrams. http://jude.change-vision.com
OpenOffice Draw: An open source vector graphics editor. http://www.openoffice.org/product/draw.html
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3 Analysis and specification
3.1 General Description
3.1.1 Glossary and definitions
End User: It is the person who will use the final API of the software. This person will use
it as a kernel module to code its own module. The End User can use only the public
interface that is on the KUI subsystem.
Handler: The complete name is interrupt Handler. It is an implemented software solution
that “listens” from a device for incoming data or information. For example a FIFO
Handler or a TCP Handler. Usually it produces an interruption to process the incoming
data. In wikipedia’s words: “An Interrupter Handler is a callback subroutine in an
operating system or device driver whose execution is triggered by the reception of an
interrupt.”[2].
Internet Handler/TCP Handler/UDP Handler: It is the handler that manages the incoming
packages from Internet. There is only one handler, but it can use the protocols TCP or
UDP, because of that sometimes is mentioned with one name or another, but it is always
the same component and has the same functionalities.
Kernel Space: This term is used to refer to the subsystem placed on the kernel side, mainly to
the external module that will be explained on this document and to the end user module.
KUI: Kernel User Interface. That is the name has been used during the document to refer to
the end user API.
Mailbox: Sometimes wrote as MBX, it is a class to identify, send and receive messages.
MBXName: The Mailbox identifier and the key used for storage them. It is a string.
Node: Each computer with a RTAI Net service and RT Linux Kernel running.
RTAI: Real Time Application Interface.
Subsystem: Are only two: Kernel Space and User Space. Both are independent area in the
design of the rt_net_mbx project. It is also referred as a subsystem the same subsystem
placed on another node of the network.
Ticket: It is used for the Operation Table only; it is the identifier of the operation that is
involved (internal use only). It is possible to think on it as the paper with a number in
queue (e.g. in a fish market). There are two kind of tickets, the simple (only one node),
and the complex, for all the nodes on the network.
User daemon: Sometimes also known as user service. When the daemon is mentioned on
this document, it means the user space program that completes the work of the kernel
module and manage the networking side among other features.
User Space: This term is used to refer to all subsystems placed on the user side.
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3.1.2 Project Overview
This project wants to supply the missing feature of communication between nodes inside the
real time tasks. The final status of the project is an open API for RTAI Linux that allows to the
RTAI Linux programmers to communicate easily one or more Real Time tasks using a system
based on the concept of mailboxes inside of a network of nodes.
The main point is to communicate the RTAI tasks regardless of the implementation of the
networking card driver: with rt_net_mbx is only used the generic Linux Kernel driver instead
of the Real Time version for the networking card driver as usual in the RTnet project.
3.1.3 Project Features and requirements
This RTAI API, rt_net_mbx include the next features:
RTlinux module: It can be loaded and unloaded in a RTLinux kernel and the final API must
be RTAI compatible.
Register a mailbox name: The mailboxes must be created by one task and are placed only at
one node.
Unregister a mailbox name: Delete the mailbox and all the info related about it.
Send message to a mailbox: Any kind of data without size limit can be sent to another mail-
box.
Get a received message by a mailbox: It must have a function to recover the sent data in
the destiny mailbox.
Configuration file: It is possible to configure the nodes what are part of the network without
recompile the code.
Free software license: The code it’s completely open and can be modified without any re-
striction.
3.2 Restrictions
3.2.1 Hardware restrictions
There is only one hardware restriction and it is the base of the motivation of this project: the
network card Rhine III it is not RT Linux compatible. That is not a real hardware restriction
to develop the project itself, it is the motivation to do it.
The main point is to communicate the RTAI tasks regardless of the implementation of the
networking card driver: only a generic Linux Kernel driver is required to allow the communi-
cation, as opposite of the RTnet project where there is only a short list of devices allowed to
use the network functionalities.
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3.2.2 Customer restrictions
Mailboxes: Since the beginning it was assumed by the customer, that the communication
system must follow a mailbox strategy to communicate the nodes: use a system based
on identifiers and send messages to other identifiers and receive the sent message to the
identifiers. A comparison with a well known example is the email address and email
servers for desktop users where they use a identifier@domainserver to communicate a
message and the receiver must check its inbox to get the message.
Mailbox identifiers: Another restriction from the customer after September 2010 is about the
Mailbox identifiers; to identify a mailbox only must be possible to use a single name,
without refer to the target node or the network IP of the node. This restriction discard
all the possibilities to refer to a mailbox like mailbox@192.168.1.2 or drill3@drillnode.
The only available option to identify a mailbox is a single string name as a Mailbox
name like MailboxA or popcorn#; that means that the rt_net_mbx project must contain
some kind of name server.
Subsystems (prefixed design): Since the first moment it was a purposed solution by the
customer to communicate the nodes, using the Real Time FIFO and an Internet protocol
connection from the user space to “escape” from the Real Time task and be possible to
use the Internet API of the user space.
The end user will not be conscious about the communication between the user space of
the local node and the user space of the remote node. It is well represented in the figure
1.
Figure 1: The purposed communication between nodes using the user space as bridge.
The nodes will transfer the data from kernel space to user space using Real Time FIFOs
and the real communication between nodes will be placed in the user level using a
Internet protocol. This restriction can be considered a software restriction too, because
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there are not much more ways to communicate easily the nodes from a RT Task using
the user API for the Internet protocol.
3.2.3 Software restrictions
Linux smax 2.6.32.2 The patched version of Linux kernel in the S-MAX nodes from Phoenix
Contact.
Linux microbox 2.6.32.2 The patched version of the Linux Kernel inside the Simantic Mi-
crobox nodes from Siemens.
Internet Protocol The possibility to use TCP6 or UDP7, always preferring the most efficient
and fast way to communicate.
Real Time FIFO The FIFO implementation of the RTAI available in all the nodes of the net-
work. This option was also fixed by the customer to allow more compatibility in future
versions or possible new machines. An alternative communication would be sharing
memory between User Space and Kernel Space with the LXRT API of RTAI but this
alternative option will not be implemented during this project.
Glibc and kind of threads According due the information get from the /lib/libc.so.6 (the
command “getconf GNU_LIBPTHREAD_VERSION” wasn’t available) in the embed-
ded system, the present glibc8 present on the system is the release version 2.11.1., it
means that is not possible use the Native POSIX Threads Library because it is only
available since glibc 2.3.2.
However, I used the available version of threading in the current implementation of
glibc, the LinuxThreads. This is the original Pthreads implementation, but since glibc
2.4, this implementation is no longer supported. And among the features of this imple-
mentation we should consider the next:
• It is a deviation from POSIX.1, but not POSIX.
• LinuxThreads threads (including the thread manager described in future chapters)
are visible as separate processes.
• The main (initial thread) handles thread creation and termination. Problems can
result if this thread is inadvertently killed.
More info about POSIX threads and the deviation from the POSIX.1 (LinuxThreads)
can be read the bibliography cite [5].
6Transfer Control Protocol.
7User Datagram Protocol.
8GNU C Library.
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3.3 Assumptions and dependencies
Register a mailbox name: Each task can register a undefined number of mailboxes. The
mailboxes are identified by a name of 8 characters and is common and visible to all the
nodes, because of that the mailbox name must be unique in all the network.
Daemon: The kernel module requires to work properly a program at user space that handles
the Internet protocol using the user API as described in the figure 1.
Subsystems: As it is described in the figures 1 and 2, the rt_net_mbx is divided in two
subsystems: one in kernel space and another one in user space. Each one will have
also a special handler to communicate to the other subsystems. This handlers must run
concurrently to the rest of the subsystem or be active when it would be required; that
feature will allow a better concurrence and performance.
The global system is divided in the next subsystems:
• In Kernel Space:
Kernel User Interface (KUI): the public API.
Kernel FIFO handler (KFH): Receives and uses the incoming data and process
each request, that is not executed concurrently it only runs when a incoming
message appears in the FIFO9.
• In User Space:
User FIFO handler (UFH): a concurrent thread that will receive and use the in-
coming data.
TCP Handler (TCPH): Is the server side of the Internet connexion. Although that
name, it can use TCP or UDP. It receives the incoming data.
Main User thread: Will start and initialize the service and stop it.
9This event dispatcher is given by the RTAI.
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Figure 2: The purposed communication between nodes using the user space as bridge.
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4 Design and Solutions
4.1 Design decisions
After see which are the requirements and be conscious that the rt_net_mbx is not a truly real
time software because is not possible to accomplish most of the request inside a deterministic
time interval, the main priority at time to design this software is to have the faster behavior
to resolve the end user requests. It was considered the speed as the most important factor
to realize the end user. The speed was considered even more important than the consume of
memory.
To have a fast operations it has been decided to use a local index of all the nodes, and a copy
of the local registered mailboxes inside the kernel space where the operations are realized in a
real time environment having the minimum CPU time as it is possible. Because of that reason,
the user space is used only in the following situations:
1. The request requires information about the network.
2. A request requires to use the networking functionalities.
A request is sent from user space to kernel space, only when the involved mailbox on the
request is not registered in the local node. A request would be sent to another node only when
is confirmed that the mailbox is already registered on this node.
That is possible if at time to register a mailbox, that is registered in the local index in kernel
space and registered in all the user spaces of all the network nodes.
Using this policy is only required to send a network message to another node when is required
to register or delete a node, and when a real message must be sent to a mailbox placed in a
remote node.
The sent messages by the end user, after be sent but before the other module request to receive,
is always stored inside the kernel space of the target node waiting for the receive call from the
end user of the target node. It gives the best speed for the receive call, and it allows at the same
time to detect all the possible issues to transmit the message that would be detected while the
original node sends the message.
4.2 Software Components based on classes
On this section is described the software components required using the above criteria. All
them are created at time to load the kernel module and the daemon. A list with the methods,
parameters, return values and data types is at the implementation section.
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Local Name Table (LNT) Placed in the kernel space, the local name table is the relation be-
tween the names of the mailboxes that are in our node and a storage structure for the
incoming messages for each mailbox.
The goals of this software component are:
• To know if a mailbox is registered on the local node.
• To store the incoming messages for a local mailbox.
The local name table is used when:
• When it is required to know if a mailbox is placed on the local node.
• The end user wants to register or unregister a mailbox name.
• An incoming message for a local mailbox comes from the user space.
• The end user ask if a mailbox has new messages.
Net Name Table (NNT) This component determines on which node is placed every mailbox;
it resolves the name of each mailbox like a really simplified version of Domain Name
System.
The NNT has the responsibility of update this table at the local node and all the network
node: it registers on the network the new mailbox and delete them at time to unregister.
It also has a list of all the nodes of the network.
It is placed on the user space of all the nodes and it is automatically synchronized.
The Net name table is used when:
• A mailbox is being registered on a local node.
• A mailbox is being registered on a remote node.
• A mailbox is being unregistered on a local node.
• A mailbox is being unregistered on a remote node.
• It is required to know if a node is already registered.
• It is required to know where a mailbox is placed.
Operation Table (OPTAB) The purpose of this component is to identify the active operations,
save their status while one subsystem waits for the answer of another one, and to com-
municate the final status of an operation started by one thread of one subsystem to
another thread of the same subsystem (it is possible to see that in the figure 2). It also
means that the OPTAB also allow concurrent operations and at the same time limits the
number of concurrent operations on the whole system.
10
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The OPTAB has an instance in the kernel space and another in the user space. So, it will
cover all the subsystems with one instance on each one.
The OPTAB will have two kind of operations, one single to communicate one subsystem
to another one, and one “complex” to save the status of one operation on all the other
nodes of the network.
The Operation Table uses a single operation in the next situation:
• To communicate user space with kernel space or vice versa.
• To send a message to a mailbox placed on another node.
And it uses with a complex operation when an operation requires to communicate one
node to all other of the network:
• To register a mailbox on the network.
• To unregister a mailbox on the network.
Name IP Table (NIT) This data structure is here to satisfy the necessity of have a coordinated
identifier of all the nodes inside the network. It has a relation between the Internet
address IPv4 and an internal code that identifies each node. This code is automatically
set at time to execute the daemon. This component is placed on the user space.
More details and important reasons about this structure are inside the implementation
section, but it is presented here to care about it in the sequence diagrams.
4.3 Static Vision
4.3.1 Use Cases
Most of the actors of the subsystems corresponds to the identified subsystems and the end
user.
• End User. That means a call from a external module to the public API.
• Kernel FIFO Handler. This actor corresponds with the subsystem with the same name.
• Local User Space.
• Remote user space.
Use case name: Create a Mailbox.
Actor: End User.
11
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Subsystems: Kernel User Interface
Purpose: Register a Mailbox name in the network and generate or create all the required
data.
Description: The user must insert the MBXName and some parameters to configure the
behavior of this mailbox. After that this mailbox name will be properly registered on
the system and on the network and will be ready to use.
Use case name: Delete a Mailbox.
Actor: End User.
Subsystems: Kernel User Interface
Purpose: Unregister a Mailbox name from the network, remove and free all the related data
from it.
Description: The Mailbox can be deleted only from the same node where it was created.
Use case name: Send a message.
Actor: End User.
Subsystems: Kernel User Interface.
Purpose: Send a message.
Description: The End User must give a buffer pointer, a size, a destiny Mailbox to send the
data. The data message will be sent at the moment to the node where the Mailbox is
placed.
Use case name: Receive a message.
Actor: End User.
Subsystems: Kernel User Interface.
Purpose: Receive a message.
Description: Get a pointer with the next incoming message and the size of it.
Use case name: MBXName exists
Actor: End User.
Subsystems: Kernel User Interface
Purpose: Check if a MBXName has already been registered.
Description: Ask to the system if the given MBXName has already been registered10.
10This use case has sense only if the End User wants to synchronize the nodes to do a distributed task between
some modules or nodes.
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4.4 Dynamic Vision
4.4.1 Sequence diagrams
At this section are exposed the sequence diagrams where it is possible to see the communica-
tion between all the software components starting from the end user call until the answer is
returned.
The diagrams also expose when when a message is transfered via FIFO or TCP to another
subsystem (same node or remote node). When a message is sent to the user space it’s always
sent to the User FIFO Handler (UFH) and when a message is sent to another system is always
sent to the TCPH.
The given input data by the end user is not exactly the same as it is represented in the dia-
grams: some little details are skipped11 just to show the essential related information about
the communication simplified and make the diagrams more readable and clear.
The diagrams on the following pages, has shown the most positive response to show the maxi-
mum possible communication messages that can occur on each call. The only exception is the
call rt_net_mbx_send that is the most complex and it was preferred to show all the possible
situations and steps: the similarity of the process rt_net_mbx_send and the other calls is high
enough to skip all the alternative situations on the other diagrams.
rt_net_mbx_create: This call register a mailbox in the network if it is not already registered.
It needs a valid mailbox name, that has to be unique in the whole system. So, this
function first checks if the name exists in the local node (just in kernel space) and if it
does not exist transfer the question to the user space which transfers the responsibility
to the NNT.
The NNT add mailbox diagram is split from the rt_net_mbx_create diagram to fit both
in two A4 size sheets. This diagram shows how the NNT registers a Mailbox name in
all the nodes of the network at user space level: first register the name locally and then it
sends the request in parallel to all the nodes (that allows to save a lot of time registering
the mailboxes); finally it waits the answer from the nodes.
If the Mailbox name was already registered in the local node, the code ends at the first
chance undoing all the steps.
11The missed details are mostly related to the implementation but not relevant for the communication itself,
like check limits and search inside local data structures; anyway all that information is explained in the
implementation section, in the API documentation and well commented on the code itself.
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4 DESIGN AND SOLUTIONS
rt_net_mbx_send: It needs a valid mailbox name, a pointer to message, and its size. It sends
the message to the mailbox.
First case: the mailbox exists in the local node:
Figure 5: Sequence diagram about rt_net_mbx_send, where the Mailbox exist on the local
node.
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4 DESIGN AND SOLUTIONS
rt_net_mbx_exist This call checks if a mailbox is already registered in the network.
The behavior is so similar to the rt_net_mbx_create, the main difference is that function
only ask to the data structures in the local node if the mailbox name given is already
registered; because of that it does not need to send any additional request to any other
remote node.
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4 DESIGN AND SOLUTIONS
rt_net_mbx_receive: That is the most simple call. It checks if there are new messages for the
given mailbox and return the oldest one; otherwise it does not return any message (null
pointer, for example). This call does not require communication with any other subsys-
tem because the complementary call, rt_net_mbx_send, does all the work including the
copy of the messages to the kernel space or to the destiny node.
Figure 12: Sequence diagram about rt_net_mbx_receive.
rt_net_mbx_delete: This call unregister a mailbox from the network if it is registered.
This function checks if the name exists, and if it exists, it deletes the mailbox with the
given name. It synchronizes with the other nodes using the NNT delete function to let
them know that it has been deleted and update their structures.
The behavior, and the diagram too, are really similar to the create function, it only
change some “add” functions for “delete” functions and some other little details.
24
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The NNT delete Mailbox diagram shows that the behavior of this function is quite sim-
ilar to the NNT add Mailbox, but makes the opposite job. It does not need to return any
value; because of that the result of the sent request is ignored. The reason: if the destiny
node does not have the mailbox registered (that should never happen if the behave of the
network is working as expected) this request is ignored and the command finish without
any problem.
Like it happened with previous diagrams, the NNT delete Mailbox is only used by the
rt_net_mbx_delete call, but the diagram is so much huge to be included in only one side,
and it is more readable and understandable if we look both in different pages.
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5 IMPLEMENTATION
5 Implementation
5.1 Previous considerations about the implementation
5.1.1 C Programming language
The C programming language was created around 1970 with the purpose to create the first
UNIX operative system. This language is also used in the Linux Kernel and the loadable
modules that are part of them; it is also used in most of the code of the GNU operating system
and in a lot of applications of lots of different purposes.
The language C is used because it is also used in the RTAI applications and it was no other
program language to choice for program the kernel module.
In the user space it is theoretically possible to use any other language that is able to read
FIFOs and use an Internet protocol, but the nodes uses a minimal Linux distribution without
extra libraries and to use another language means increase the size of the final binary; in the
other hand the advantage of use the C language in the user space is that it is possible to share
some headers and implementations that have been done for the kernel and have instances in
both spaces, e.g. optab.
In addition the C programming language have the best implementation and compatibility of
the system calls that are intensively used in the user space program.
5.1.2 Coding style
Actually there are two disadvantages to use C, one is that is a low level language in comparison
with the new one, and the other is that language is not OOP (object-oriented programming), it
is a FOP (function oriented programming).
After design and idealize all the software components like classes with methods and other
classes characteristics and features, it has been decided to program following the next tenets:
• Create a data type for each class. If the class has attributes, the data type is a struct.
• The class methods are functions where the first given parameter is always the type of
the class.
• The name of methods or attributes that should be private begin with the character “_”.
At the example 1 is possible to see an example of class.
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1 t ypede f s t r u c t MgsQ{
2 unsigned i n t MAXELEM; / / P u b l i c a t r i b u t e
3 unsigned i n t numElem ;
4 s i z e _ t maxMsgSize ;
5 s t r u c t _q_node ∗ p f i r s t ; / / p r i v a t e a t r i b u t e
6 s t r u c t _q_node ∗ p l a s t ;
7 } queue ; / / c l a s s name ( and new C t y p e )
8
9 s t r u c t _q_node {
10 s t r u c t _q_node ∗ p n e x t ;
11 s i z e _ t s d a t a ;
12 void ∗ d a t a ;
13 } ;
14
15 / / PUBLIC METHODS
16 ex tern queue ∗ q_new ( unsigned i n t max , s i z e _ t maxMsgSize ) ; / / C o n s t r u c t o r
17 ex tern i n t q _ d e l e t e ( queue ∗∗ cua ) ; / / D e s t r u c t o r
18 ex tern i n t q_enqueue ( queue ∗cua , s i z e _ t s i z e , void ∗ d a t a ) ;
19 ex tern s i z e _ t q_dequeue ( queue ∗cua , void ∗∗ d a t a ) ;
20
21 / / PRIVATE METHODS
22 void _ q _ d e l e t e _ a u x ( s t r u c t _q_node ∗∗ tmp ) ;
Code 1: Class Queue
In addition, to make the code more readable it was opted to use the coding style Kernighan &
Ritchie/Kernel2 that is mostly used in the source code of Linux and its modules. Moreover
it has also used the simple basic style 3 for the simplest sentences and conditions, always
predominating the legibility.
The code also has comments everywhere, in the body of the functions to explain always what
is happening and how it works but also in the header includes to explain whose files that are
required and which reason is behind any important block of code.
1 i f ( c o n d i t i o n ) {
2 s e n t e n c e 0 ;
3 s e n t e n c e 1 ;
4 }
Code 2: Kernighan&Ritchie/Kernel code style
1 i f ( c o n d i t i o n ) s e n t e n c e ;
2
3 / / Comment abou t t h e b u c l e .
4 whi le ( c o n d i t i o n 1 )
5 i f ( c o n d i t i o n 2 ) s e n t e n c e 1 ;
Code 3: Basic code style
5.1.3 Note about why are a lot of pointers to pointers
During the code is possible to see abundantly variables or function’s parameter with pointer
to pointer variables. That can seem a terrible chaos without sense for the unexperienced pro-
grammers or people who usually do not program in C, but it is a common error that junior
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programmers and students usually forget. Here there is the reason behind this annoying use of
the double pointers that sometimes is not obvious.
It is possible to see in the code 4 when a variable is initialized inside of an external function,
how the value of this variable is still NULL after it has been already initialized by the external
function.
1 void i n i t i a l i z e ( char ∗ b u f f e r ) ;
2
3 main ( ) {
4 char ∗ b u f f ;
5
6 /∗ s o m e t h i n g e l s e ∗ /
7
8 b u f f =NULL;
9 i n i t i a l i z e ( b u f f ) ;
10 /∗ and a t t h i s p o i n t t h e v a l u e o f b u f f i s s t i l l NULL ∗ /
11
12 }
13
14 void i n i t i a l i z e ( char ∗ b u f f e r ) {
15 b u f f e r = m a l l oc ( s i z e o f ( char ) ) ; /∗ r e s e r v e memory ∗ /
16 ∗ b u f f e r = ’ a ’ ; /∗ and i n i t i a l i z e i t ∗ /
17 }
Code 4: How should not be initialized a variable inside an external function
Apparently, the code 4 might work, but it fails at time to access to the reserved memory. To
see what happen inside the stack at time to call the function (routine) in the figure 15 we can
see that the only modified thing is the copy of buff that was just a parameter for the function
instead of the real value of buff.
Figure 15: What happens inside of the stack when is bad initialized.
But if the code gives a double pointer as reference as it is in the code 5, it works as expected,
as it is possible to see in the figure 16.
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1 void i n i t i a l i z e ( char ∗∗ b u f f e r ) ;
2
3 main ( ) {
4 char ∗ b u f f ; .
5
6 /∗ s o m e t h i n g e l s e ∗ /
7 .
8 b u f f =NULL;
9 i n i t i a l i z e (& b u f f ) ; / / g i v i n g b u f f by r e f e r e n c e
10 /∗ now ∗ b u f f =’a ’ ∗ /
11 .
12 }
13
14 void i n i t i a l i z e ( char ∗∗ b u f f e r ) {
15 ∗ b u f f e r = m a l l oc ( 1 ) ;
16 ∗ b u f f e r = ’ a ’ ;
17 }
Code 5: How should be initialized a variable inside an external function
Figure 16: What happens inside of the stack when is good initialized.
5.1.4 Messages and buffers
All messages exchanged between subsystems use buffers to communicate between them, it
includes the messages from the end user mailboxes.
That is not a complicate or unknown programming skill, but it is used often among the code
and it worths to be explained. Let’s see the example code 6 extracted (but simplified) from the
function _send_data at the rtainetd.
1 /∗ Dec lare t h e b u f f e r ( o m i t t e d o t h e r v a r i a b l e s ) ∗ /
2 unsigned char ∗ b u f f e r =NULL;
3
4 /∗ ( o m i t t e d ) new t i c k e t f o r t h e op tab and o t h e r p r e v i o u s i n s t r u c t i o n s ∗ /
5
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6 /∗ R e s e r v e t h e memory f o r t h e send b u f f e r and p r e p a r e i t ∗ /
7 my_malloc ( b u f f e r , s i z e o f ( unsigned
8 char ) + s i z e o f ( i n t ) + s i z e o f ( i n t ) +( s i z e o f ( char ) ∗ (MBXCHAR_SIZE+1) ) + s i z e o f ( s i z e _ t ) +parms−>msgSize ) ;
9
10 /∗ ( o m i t t e d ) S e t some v a r i a b l e s and o t h e r i n s t r u c t i o n s ∗ /
11
12
13 /∗ W r i t t e t h e b u f f e r : p r o t o c o l , node , t i c k e t U s , mbxName , msgSize , message ∗ /
14 memcpy ( b u f f e r , p r o t o c o l , s i z e o f ( unsigned char ) ) ;
15 memcpy(&( b u f f e r [ s i z e o f ( unsigned char ) ] ) , node , s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ; / / NODE
16 memcpy(&( b u f f e r [ s i z e o f ( unsigned char ) + s i z e o f ( i n t ) ] ) , t i c k e t U s , s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ;
17 memcpy(&( b u f f e r [ s i z e o f ( unsigned char ) + s i z e o f ( i n t ) + s i z e o f ( i n t ) ] ) , parms−>mbxName , s i z e o f ( char ) ∗ (
MBXCHAR_SIZE+1) ) ;
18 memcpy(&( b u f f e r [ s i z e o f ( unsigned char ) + s i z e o f ( i n t ) + s i z e o f ( i n t ) +( s i z e o f ( char ) ∗ (MBXCHAR_SIZE+1) )
] ) ,&( parms−>msgSize ) ,
19 s i z e o f ( s i z e _ t ) ) ;
20 memcpy(&( b u f f e r [ s i z e o f ( unsigned char ) + s i z e o f ( i n t ) + s i z e o f ( i n t ) +( s i z e o f ( char ) ∗ (MBXCHAR_SIZE+1) )
+ s i z e o f ( s i z e _ t ) ] ) ,
21 parms−>da ta , parms−>msgSize ) ;
Code 6: Example of buffer to send a message over the network
As it is on the code 6, after be reserved memory for some variables (and initialize) and how is
requested a new ticket from the optab it is always the same process:
1. To reserve the buffer memory as the plus of all the size of the variables that will be sent.
2. To copy to the buffer, using the memcpy12 function, all the variables to be sent in a
correct order.13.
3. Then, omitted, send the buffer to the other subsystem (or wherever it goes).
4. Free the buffer.
5.2 Implementation decisions
5.2.1 The Real Time FIFOs and FIFO Handlers
Real Time FIFOs are character devices under /dev Linux directory that allow the communi-
cation between a real time process, inside the Kernel, and a process in the user space. This
FIFOs can be read as files and can be open with the common user API to open any kind of file.
The wrote messages, from both sides, are read using the policy First In First Out, that gives
the name of FIFO.
12For more info about it, please read the related man page using the command “man 3 memcpy” avail-
able on any Linux system, also available online at the web page of the Linux Documentation Project:
http://tldp.org/manpages/man.html .
13It is possible to appreciate the detail that, to move inside the buffer, it was omitted any kind of index, just using
as displacement the size of the own variables.
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The handler in the kernel space is given by the RTAI API and when it has been declared,
initialized and started, it automatically interrupts the current active RTAI thread to give the
control to a custom function programmed by the RTAI programmer as is possible to see in the
code 7. The function called by the handler can not be interrupted or slept, it has to process the
incoming data without any interruption.
1 sw i t ch ( r t f _ c r e a t e ( FIFO_U2K , FIFO_SIZE ) ) {
2 case ENOMEM:
3 p r i n t m s g ( " [ERROR ] : t h e n e c e s s a r y s i z e c o u l d n o t be a l l o c a t e d f o r t h e RT−FIFO "
) ;
4 goto END_ERROR;
5 break ;
6 case ENODEV:
7 p r i n t m s g ( " [ERROR ] : F i f o i s g r e a t e r t h a n or e q u a l t o RTF_NO" ) ;
8 goto END_ERROR;
9 break ;
10 de f au l t : /∗ Handler c r e a t i o n ( i n main ) ∗ /
11 i f ( r t f _ c r e a t e _ h a n d l e r ( FIFO_U2K,& kfh ) ! = 0 ) p r i n t m s g ( " [ERROR] E r r o r c r e a t i n g
K er ne l F i f o Hand le r " ) ;
12 break ;
13 }
Code 7: FIFO Handler creation for a RT Task
The handler in user space is handmade as a normal loop to read an incoming stream of data
without any special thing to comment.
5.2.2 The Internet protocol
For the implementation of the rt_net_mbx is necessary an Internet protocol that accomplish
the next points:
• Reliable transport of the message.
• It warranties the integrity of the messages.
• It is enough fast to send the messages.
There are three candidates as Internet Protocols for the rt_net_mbx project : Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Datagram Congestion Control
Protocol (DCCP).
TCP UDP DCCP
Packet Segment Datagram Datagram
Connection oriented Yes No Yes
Reliable transport Yes No No
Preserve message boundary No Yes Yes
Ordered delivery Yes No No
Checksum Yes No Yes
Flow control Yes No No
Congestion Control Yes No Yes
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TCP is totally ready to be used and it offers a lot of advantages from the point of view of the
implementation and only some disadvantages, at the beginning seems slower than UDP.
UDP seems to be much faster than TCP but it has no reliability neither flow control; UDP
is usually used when the integrity of the message is not really required and the main point
is to have a fast sending protocol. It means that this features should be implemented by the
programmer in the user level, that will make it more slow.
DCCP seemed a middle point between TCP and UDP with some features already implemented
and only a few missing features, but it was discarded because the implementation of this
protocol is still considered experimental in the kernel tree version of the nodes.
Trying to have the faster option possible, at the beginning the UDP protocol have been imple-
mented for all the network features without the reliability nor flow congestion neither check-
sums and afterwards add this extras. At time to implement all the missing features it was
created a minimal prototype based on signal interruptions at user level but the resulting pro-
totype was much more slower than the TCP because of this implementation in user level (for
each lost packet one extra second was required and other problems) 14. Anyway if this features
were implemented for the UDP protocol, it would not be exempt of errors and it would not
have all the trusting and trajectory that TCP had.
Finally the whole networking side of the rt_net_mbx in TCP has been reimplemented and also
added a macro in the configuration macro file to switch between UDP (without controls) and
TCP.
TCP UDP UDP with extra features
Speed Middle Faster Slower
Reliability Yes No Yes
Congestion control Yes No Yes
Checksum Yes No No
Available in the project Yes Yes No
As we can see in this table, the TCP is more slow than UDP, however it has some features
that are required for a network of the magnitude of the rt_net_mbx project. The UDP with
the implemented extras in user level has never been finished because it was simply infeasible
compared to the TCP Internet protocol.
5.2.3 Concurrency
The concurrency in all the system is required to have the desired behavior and to process
several concurrent request in user space and in kernel space.
14Furthermore it was so much complex and hard to anticipate all the error situations than the expected work for
a Bachelor Thesis and it could be a good topic for another project
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In one hand, inside the kernel space is mainly a unique thread that is part of the task executed
by the end user; this part of code is just a call made by the end user from a module where
the concurrence is managed by an external piece of code, the module from the end user. In
addition all the data structures and shared memory are prepared with semaphores and it was
hard tested with concurrent end user modules in the same node using the API at the same time.
Furthermore the FIFO handler can run concurrently of the main task without any extra effort
thank the previous coded Handler from RTAI API.
In the other hand, inside the user space, the rt_net_mbx needs concurrence to execute the
FIFO and TCP handlers to process concurrently the incoming request from the main thread.
In addition, each new request execute a new thread, within its own request, for the appropriate
purpose to let free the handler to continue working in other possible incoming requests. But
that are not all the concurrent threads, the function with the responsibility to send messages
over the network, nit_sendMSG, is also working concurrently to increase the performance15.
The chosen method to allow the concurrency in the user space is the LinuxThreads as it is
described in the analysis. In spite of its drawbacks, the LinuxThreads are better than other
available options to have concurrency, like to fork the process or similar techniques16. The
main drawback is that the main thread must handle the thread creation and termination. Prob-
lems can result if a father thread is inadvertently freed (killed) while the child thread is still
alive.
Consequently, in user space there are a undefined number of threads, at minimum: the main
thread, the TCP Handler, FIFO Handler, one extra thread for each incoming request (and can
be an undefined number), and an undefined number of calls to the TCP sender function.
To manage all this threads inside the user space, and free the already finished threads, It has
been decided to create a data structure within a special class; inside it can be stored the thread
pointers and free the threads that were finished (without loose the memory of the pointer to
the thread variable). It also will be useful to limit the volume of active threads if it is wished.
The name of this class will be LTS (LinuxThread Structure) and it is explained in the next
subsections.
It comes down to this :
Inside the kernel space: more than one task can use the rt_net_mbx API simultaneously, and
the data structures are prepared to prevent all the possible issues. The kernel module can
manage request from several end user modules and from the user space without hang up
or an unexpected behavior.
Inside the user space: Simultaneous requests can come from kernel space via FIFO, from
another node over Internet, and simultaneous messages can be sent concurrently. The
only two bottle necks are the FIFO (only one request to write, only one to read) and
some data structures with semaphores to allow the concurrence itself.
15That is explained in more detail in the description of the NIT component at this section.
16Use the fork call is not a good idea with the user daemon because it is necessary to share and access constantly
to common memory and it would involve other communication systems between the process, like pipes or
others that would decrease the performance and make unnecessarily dirty the code.
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5.2.4 Data structures
Some data structures have been added to the rt_net_mbx to store and access to the data with a
good performance depending at the necessities of each situation:
Queue: A simple queue to store memory pointers and get it back with a FIFO policy17. This
structure have been implemented by myself instead of use the kernel library because it
is not exactly a queue: it is a linked list, although it has extra functionalities, it consumes
more memory and has less performance than a simple basic queue.
The implemented queue has the next features:
• It grows only when a new element it is added using only the minimal required
memory.
• The cost to add, and remove and item is constant time operation and it makes the
minimal extra operations.
• It is possible to customize the maximum size of the enqueued elements and limit
the number of elements.
• Only stores the memory pointer and the size of the memory, that makes it more
flexible to add any kins of data and access to it while it is stored.
• It is compatible with all the subsystems, even inside of Real Time environment.
Hash table: The necessity to access to the mailboxes as fast as possible by the name as a key
implies to use this dictionary. It was decided to use the external header of the uthash
project [10] and patch it to make it compatible with a real time environment for the next
reasons:
• The code is open source and licensed with the license “BSD modified” compatible
with the GNU GPL 18.
• Add, find and delete are constant-time operations.
• It is fully documented and well tested.
• It supports as a key a any kind of data types, including strings.
• The project is maintained and updated constantly.
• It is not a library, just a simply a header file totally compatible with ANSI C and it
generates a hash table using only the C preprocessor.
17First element input is the first element output.
18It also allows unlimited redistribution for any purpose only maintaining the original license header. The license
also contains a clause restricting use of the names of contributors for endorsement of a derived work without
specific permission.
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5.3 Software Components and Classes
At this subsection it is described the behavior and a general idea about the implementation
of all the software components of the rt_net_mbx project including the data structures and
components that are not really classes.
Some attributes, methods and functions have been commented, but only the most relevant
are here explained as long as the implementation is understood and justified. In the API and
among the own source code of the rt_net_mbx it is possible to see the exactly all the details
well commented step by step.
5.3.1 Queue
It is a basic implementation of a queue, compatible for User Space, Kernel Space (Real Time
compatible).
This queue has been designed to store pointers and a variable size_t and return it in a FIFO
order without free or modify the data, just store the pointer and the size related. Other features
of this queue:
• It is possible to access to the data while it is stored.
• There is no concurrence control; an external semaphore required if the data will be read
or modified while it is stored.
• It is possible to set a maximum number of messages to enqueue and a maximum size
5.3.2 LinuxThread Structure (LTS)
The motivation of this group of functions is to provide a global supporting structure in the user
space to store the pointers to the active threads and freed it when they are finished without
block the parent code waiting for the end of the child process (e.g. Internet listener). It also
can limit the maximum number of concurrent threads to prevent a performance issue in the
Linux Kernel if the number of active threads is so huge that can destabilize the system (by
default is configured with a reasonable limit, as it is described in the next chapters).
Because the access to the access to the thread pointers it is not important, it store them inside
a queue and regularly it cleans the already finished ones to prevent the memory leak.
It has three “public” functions:
lts_create: It creates a pointer to a LinuxThread and it is automatically stored inside the
queue. See an example in the code 8.
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lts_finish: Delete the dead LinuxThreads and free the memory.
lts_waitAll: Free all the remaining dead threads and remove the data structures.
The LinuxThread Structure is far to be perfect as it is possible to see in the code 8 where it
is showed that a thread that is wanted to be waited to finished requires to set it as NULL to
prevent a future double free.
1 p t h r e a d _ t ∗ s e n d _ t h r e a d =NULL;
2
3
4 / / Thread t h a t I don ’ t want t o care abou t f r e e i t or when I t w i l l f i n n i s h
5 p t h r e a d _ c r e a t e ( l t s _ c r e a t e ( ) , NULL, c o n c u r r e n t _ f u n c t i o n , NULL) ;
6
7 / / Thread t h a t I throw and I would l i k e t o w a i t u n t i l t h e end
8 p t h r e a d _ c r e a t e ( s e n d _ t h r e a d = l t s _ c r e a t e ( ) , NULL, ( void ∗ ) nit_sendMSG , ( void ∗ ) a rg1 ) ;
9
10 /∗ I f you want t o w a i t f o r t h e end o f a t h r e a d
11 g e n e r a t e d by l t s _ c r e a t e , t h e n a s s i g n t h e p o i n t e r
12 as a NULL ∗ /
13
14 p t h r e a d _ j o i n (∗ s e n d _ t h r e a d ,NULL) ;
15 t h r e a d =NULL; / / p r e v e n t s a do ub l e f r e e
Code 8: Create a thread and wait for it using the LTS
Far to be perfect, is sure that the LinuxThread Structure is mostly useful to program with
LinuxThreads without care so much about memory leaks of threads.
5.3.3 Operation Table (optab)
The Operation Table always stores the status of the operations that involve more than one sub-
system and require an answer to return an status. It is prepared to control the Real Time time-
outs and networking timeouts easily although it is not yet implemented19. It is programmed
to be executed on kernel and user space.
It is also useful to allow a maximum number of operations for each node.
For a better understanding of this component, next are the lists attributes:
OpArray: A static array of structs “Operation”, which size is defined during the initialization
using a Macro. It stores the active operations and the status of each one.
The struct Operation has the next attributes:
char OpType It is the kind of operation. It can be simple, only involves one subsystem,
or complex when it involves all the nodes of the network.
19Despite the timeouts are not really implemented yet, like the Operation Table, all the software components are
prepared to process this situation.
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int Nnode Number of nodes involved on this operation. This attribute is here, instead
of use a constant or a Macro, thinking on future versions to make it more dynamic.
char * NodesStatus It is a pointer to a single char, if the operation is single, or to an
array of chars when the operation is complex. The size of the array is always
Nnode. The kind of possible status are defined in the header of the optab and are
the next:
• "\0", empty. No operation (slot free).
• “P”, processing. The operation is still processing the request.
• “D”, done. The operation finished successfully.
• “U”, duplicate. The operation returned duplicate (the name already exists).)
• “E”, error. Generic undefined error that includes parameter error.
• “C”, Connection timeout. When the request has a network timeout.
• “X”, Does not exist. The request refers to a Mailbox that currently does not
exist.
• “T”, Timeout. The request spends all the assigned time by the end user.
emptyPos: A simple integer that points to the next free position on the OpArray. It is initial-
ized at 0 and it is incremented by one like a circular buffer to know the probably next
free position.
Among the list of methods, there are two to highlight:
ot_newTicket: It creates a new Operation and it returns a single “ticket” that identifies the
operation. This ticket is always sent to the subsystem that will resolve the request and it
is required to delete the operation, change its status or check the status value20.
ot_waitSimpleStatusChange: It blocks the thread that execute this operation until the sta-
tus has been changed, then it returns the status of the simple operation when its value
changes to something different than processing (the value is usually changed inside the
handler that receives the answer from the target subsystem that executes the requested
operation).
20To change and check the status it is also required the number of the involved node.
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5.3.4 Name IP Table (NIT)
The Name IP Table is placed on the user space because. It is the place where is the relation
of the node IP address and it relates a each node with a unique node identifier; this identifiers
must be the same over all the network. It also has most of the networking responsibility:
• To send a raw message, data buffer, to a determined node.
• The Internet listener, also known as TCP handler, to process all the Internet incoming
requests.
First of all, during the initialization of the NIT it is read a configuration file with all the nodes
and given as parameter which one is our node; then automatically an array is created and the
node codes are generated. Just before finished a concurrent thread with the Internet listener
is thrown in order to listen the incoming requests. In all the nodes of the network this table
contains exactly the same IP nodes and the same identifiers to send information between them
and referring to each others using only the identifier.
The sender and the listener, both, have a double implementation with UDP and TCP as de-
scribed a priori in the subsection where is explained the Internet protocol used. This imple-
mentation can be switched via macro, see the configuration subsection.
The networking functions are:
Internet_listener: Thread function that listens at the assigned port and process the incoming
message depending the protocol throwing a new thread with a specific function for each
kind of message.
nit_sendMSG: It sends a data buffer to a node. This function is connectionless because it was
designed thinking on the UDP protocol. When The Internet switcher is set on TCP it
connects to a socket and close the connection after send the message.
5.3.5 Local Name Table (LNT)
The Local Name Table has two objectives:
• To index the mailboxes registered on the local node.
• To store the messages of the mailboxes.
In one hand, it uses a hash table (see the description of the hash table under the subsection
Data Structures) as dictionary to store a struct with a mailbox name and the storying system
for the messages. The hash table uses the mailbox name as a key to have a constant time
access to the message store when it is required.
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To store the incoming messages and recover it, the Local Name Table uses a queue for each
mailbox registered. It makes the function rt_net_mbx_receive the fastest function of the
rt_net_mbx project because all the operation are realized in constant time under the Real Time
environment.
To store a message is only required the mailbox name and LNT manages the queue to store
the pointer to the data message. When a message is returned, the pointer to the first message
is returned to the end user and its his responsibility to free it after use it.
If a mailbox is deleted all the related information is freed, including the queue and all the
enqueued elements.
5.3.6 Net Name Table (NNT)
The main feature of the Net Name Table, placed in User Space, is an automatically synchro-
nized index of all the mailboxes that are on the network. The functionalities are just two:
• Maintain the index that relates the mailbox names with the node code where are placed.
• Synchronize the index of mailboxes in all the nodes over the network at time to register
or unregister them.
To maintain the relation between all the mailboxes of the network and the code of the node
where are placed, it is used a hash table to have an constant-time access to the information.
The key used for the hash table is the mailbox name.
The synchronization of this index with the other nodes is made at time to add, or delete a new
mailbox name to the index. Specifically is on the functions nnt_addMBX and nnt_deleteMBX
where is placed all the work and coordination to update the information of the remote nodes
as described on the sequence diagrams 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
5.4 Macros like functions and customization of some options
As it has mentioned, some parameters are adjusted using macros, some software components
can run inside Kernel Space and User Space because of some useful macros were created pur-
posely for the rt_net_mbx project. All that is placed and it can be managed for a customization
inside the header file macros.h that is included in most of the files of the rt_net_mbx project.
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5.4.1 Macros like functions
To run some components inside of the User Space and inside a Real Time environment, a
a C header has been created with some useful Macros like functions and a little system to
determine if the code is running inside Real Time environment (Kernel Space) or inside User
Space with global macro variables.
The functions are:
my_malloc(var,size) It allocates a variable var of size size.
sec_free(var): “Security free”, it checks and set NULL to given variable.
printmsg(string): Generic printing message with format; inside kernel it is printed via DMESG
and in user space to the standard output.
dieError(message): It is an exit error message for the standard error file descriptor; then it
exits the daemon with code “-1”. This one is only for User Space.
All this functions, except dieError whose it is only in User Space, are among the lines of all
the rt_net_mbx source code and works using the next self configured global macro variables:
• IN_KERNEL
• IN_RT_KERNEL
• IN_USER
When this variables have the value “0” are disable and when they have the value “1” are
activated. This values are self configured on the headers of all the files and also manages some
includes for standard libraries or kernel libraries.
Anyway the values can be cheated and set manually like happen in the kernel module where
it is possible to have part of the code only for kernel, to load and unload the module, and the
Real Time Task, that requires the IN_RT_KERNEL activated.
5.4.2 Customization of some options
Other global macro variables can be manually set to configure, previously the compilation of
the code
To control the verbosity of the output messages to the file descriptors. By default all these
values are disable (value 1 means active, and 0 disable).
FIFOVERBOSE: It prints the read bytes of the FIFO and other details related to the buffer
transfers.
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SHOW_STEPS: It show Useful messages to know whats happening inside the code step by
step.
EXTRA_INFO: It shows the result of the function calls (useful to see the result of the end user
calls).
To control some parts of the internal behavior (value 1 means active, and 0 disable):
CLEAN_FIFO: It cleans the FIFO after use the handler, only inside rtai_net_mbx.c. It is
perfect if the FIFO is dirty because it was previously used by another process or any
other reason. By default is active.
CHECK_INPUTS: It allows to check the input variables of all the functions or skip all the
controls to have a faster code (by default it is disabled).
UDP: If active it will use datagrams (UDP without reliability) instead of a TCP. By default
the value is disabled (using TCP).
To control some parts of the Internet Handler (inside the files rtainetd.c and nit.h) and other
related features:
FCONFIG Default value: /etc/rtainetd.nodes
Description: If no configuration file as second argument is given, the daemon automat-
ically tries read that one as the set path.
SERVPORT Default value: 4323
Description: Server port to receive datagrams or TCP segments (or UDP datagrams if
it is set).
BUFFER_SIZE Default value: 1024
Description: Bytes of the UDP/TCP buffer.
MAX_CONNECTIONS Default value: 40
Description: Max number of incoming connections when the TCP is set (if UDP is set,
this option is skipped).
And about the concurrency options, (that affects rtainetd.c and nit.h).
OPSIZE Default value: 15
Description: Concurrent allowed operations per node by the OPTAB. Never set a value
under 15.
MAX_PTHREADS Default value: 500
Description: Concurrent threads (0 means no limit). Recommend between 250 and
700.
MILISEC_THREAD_WAITING Default value: 1
Description: Milliseconds waiting inside a locking thread.
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6 Testing
6.1 Tests
6.1.1 Individual testing
All the code of the rt_net_mbx was properly tested in deep. To do it, several techniques have
been used, but the main strategy was to test all the software components separate of the main
code using the TDD21 philosophy with several tests and little self-made assertion macros and
some “structure drawer” macros and functions.
The Linux nodes, were the code was tested, have no options to install or execute any debugger,
specially in kernel space22. Because of that, the software components that are exclusively for
the Kernel Side were minimally modified to be included in user programs and tested as well
as the other software components on the development computer.
Then, to check the possible memory leaks, the debuggers Valgrind and GDB23 have been
used for all the tests, except the exclusive kernel parts that controls the FIFOs and networking
functionalities and the global test that must be used in the target nodes.
6.1.2 Global testing
Some special parts of code that could not be well tested using the previous described method:
• The main daemon file, rtainetd.c, because of the networking connection and the re-
quirement of a Real Time FIFOs, that could not be cheated to automatize the tests on
the development computer node.
• The main module file, rtai_net_mbx.c, that can be only executed on a Real Time Linux
kernel: the kernel of the nodes does not have no kind of support to debug code inside
kernel.
To test the global behavior of all the components together, it has been used the knacking classic
technique of printout messages with the status of the variables, messages of the points, macros
with the lines of the crash, and other typical methods that are usually used only by students
and junior programmers who do not have the support of a system administrator.
21Test-driven development.
22The Valgrind debugger is not possible to be used as a Linux portable application, even if it is manually com-
piled. The GDB compiler offers the “gdbserver” extension to debug on remote servers, but it seems do not
work properly with the special features of this project like, multithreading and networking.
23GNU Project debugger.
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6.2 Issues and bugs found
The impossibility to use a real debugger on the real working nodes makes difficult the task to
find the reason of this issues and crashes.
There are three issues that are not fixed yet:
Unexpected hang up for segmentation fault: If an end user module is executing an endless
loop using all the rt_net_mbx API, like the example code 14, the daemon usually crashes with
a segmentation fault error. The kernel module continues without any problem.
After a long effort trying to solve this problem, is suspected that this problem can come from
the LTS software component, where, at time to clean the old thread pointers, a parent thread is
freed while the child process is still alive working, although if using the configuration macros
is configured the LTS to skip the thread cleaning it crashes anyway, but later.
A possible solutions or ways to find this issue:
1. New design of the LTS, perhaps changing the queue for a N-Tree structure that would
be build taking care of the hierarchy of the relation parent and child threads.
2. Find the way to execute a real debugger in the target device, and find the real crash point.
An Internet packet lost: Like the previous issue, if the test of repeat a module in an endless
loop is repeated several times, if it does not crash, sometimes, an Internet packet is lost and
the code is waiting for it forever. That happen with UDP or even with TCP.
A possible solutions for this issue:
1. Implement a timeout for the networking side, that will allow the code to react for this
kind of situation.
2. Implement an extra reliability layer that resends the lost packets.
Three nodes hangs up at time to load the module: The only issue found on the kernel side,
is when the rt_net_mbx module is loaded on the three nodes 242, 243 and 244 the respective
kernels are hang up unexpectedly (even before run the daemon on it). The reason is still
unknown, but it can begin to be discovered:
1. Using a debugger for a Real Time Task inside the kernel, it requires support from the
kernel and it is not available on the kernel of the nodes.
2. Using printouts step by step trying to discover at what point fails and using the intuition.
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7 Instalation and User Manual
7.1 Installation process
7.1.1 Dependences
The software dependences to build the rt_net_mbx project are, for the Kernel Module:
• Some nodes running a RTAI Linux kernel inside a network using IPv4 protocol.
• The source code, or at least the headers, of the target RTAI Kernel that will run the
module inside the workspace24.
• An installation of the Real Time headers on the workspace.
• GCC or another C language compiler compatible with the target kernel node.
• GNU make to execute the Makefile.
For the User daemon it is only required a ANSI C compiler, like GCC.
7.1.2 Building the rt_net_mbx binaries
To build the module and the daemon, it is already prepared a Makefile 9, and then just run:
make a l l
If it desired it is possible to build it by parts (user daemon, and kernel module) or clean the
temporal files and binaries:
make r t a i n e t d
make ks
make c l e a n
Before run the Makefile it is needed to configure the path of the directories as it is possible to
see inside the own Makefile:
1 # Path o f t h e r t a i \ _ n e t \ _mbx s o u r c e code d i r e c t o r y
2 CURDIR := / p a t h / t o / d i r e c t o r y
3
4 # Path o f t h e RT k e r n e l s o u r c e d i r e c t o r y ( or h e a d e r s ) and RTAI d i r e c t o r y
5 KDIR := / u s r / s r c / l i n u x
6 RTAI_DIR := / o p t / r e a l t i m e
7
8 # be s u r e t o have a backup b e f o r e t o u c h a n y t h i n g t h a t comes a f t e r t h i s l i n e
24It is not so usual, but some Linux kernels are also prepared to load precompiled modules with a different
version of the kernel and headers.
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9
10 USLIBS := u s _ l i b
11 KSLIBS := k s _ l i b
12 SHLIBS := s h _ l i b
13
14 obj−m += rnm . o
15 rnm−y += $ ( KSLIBS ) / l n t . o $ ( SHLIBS ) / queue . o $ ( SHLIBS ) / o p t a b . o r t a i _ n e t _ m b x . o
16
17 EXTRA_CFLAGS := −DEXPORT_SYMTAB −D__KERNEL__ −DMODULE −I / u s r /
i n c l u d e / −I$ ( RTAI_DIR ) / i n c l u d e
18 −I / u s r / l o c a l / i n c l u d e / s y s −I$ ( SHLIBS ) −I$ ( KSLIBS )
19
20 KBUILD_EXTRA_SYMBOLS := $ ( RTAI_DIR ) / modules / Module . symvers −D__KERNEL__ −
DMODULE
21 US_FLAGS := − l p t h r e a d −I / u s r / i n c l u d e / −I$ ( USLIBS ) −I$ ( SHLIBS )
−I$ ( RTAI_DIR )
22
23 a l l : c l e a n ks r t a i n e t d
24
25 c l e a n :
26 $ (MAKE) −C $ (KDIR) M=$ (PWD) c l e a n
27 rm − r f . t m p _ v e r s i o n s ∗ . symvers ∗ . o $ ( KSLIBS ) / ∗ . o $ ( SHLIBS ) / . o ∗ . ko ∗ . mod . c . ∗ . cmd . ∗
f l a g s ∗ . o r d e r ∗~ r t a i n e t d
28
29 ks : r t a i _ n e t _ m b x . h r t a i _ n e t _ m b x . c $ ( SHLIBS ) / queue . h $ ( KSLIBS ) / r t k u t h a s h . h $ ( KSLIBS ) / l n t . h $ (
SHLIBS ) / o p t a b . h
30 $ (MAKE) −C $ (KDIR) CFLAGS=−D__KERNEL__−DEXPORT_SYMTAB M=$ (PWD) modules
31
32 r t a i n e t d : r t a i n e t d . h r t a i n e t d . c $ ( USLIBS ) / n n t . c $ ( USLIBS ) / n i t . h $ ( SHLIBS ) / o p t a b . c $ ( USLIBS ) /
l t s . c $ ( SHLIBS ) / queue . h
33 gcc $ (USFLAGS) − l p t h r e a d $ ( USLIBS ) / n n t . c $ ( USLIBS ) / l t s . c $ ( SHLIBS ) / queue . c $ ( SHLIBS ) /
o p t a b . c r t a i n e t d . c −o
34 r t a i n e t d
Code 9: Makefile
7.2 Execution of the program
If the compilation finished successfully and there are no errors in the make output, some new
files will be created on the root directory of the program. To load the program we need the
next ones:
rnm.ko the loadable module.
rtainetd the daemon.
rtainetd.nodes Configuration file for the daemon (the name could be different).
7.2.1 Load the kernel module
To load the kernel module just copy the module to the target node and use the next command
(or include it in the list of modules to autoload at time to start the system25):
25That can be different depending of the GNU Linux distribution.
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insmod rnm . ko
Among the dmesg output must appear the next message:
[ r t a i _ n e t _ m b x ] : Module rnm l o a d e d
If an error about “unknown symbols” appears, please be sure to have loaded previously the
RTAI module. You can check it using the command “lsmod“ the output would be something
like that:
Module S i z e Used by Not t a i n t e d
r t a i _ m o d b u s 44650 0
r t a i _ c i f 12393 0
r t a i _ f i f o s 22699 5 r t a i _ m o d b u s
r t a i _ m b x 6516 0
r t a i _ s e m 15207 3 r t a i_modbus , r t a i _ c i f , r t a i _ m b x
r t a i _ s c h e d 74052 4 r t a i _ c i f , r t a i _ f i f o s , r t a i_mbx , r t a i _ s e m
r t a i _ h a l 16274 3 r t a i _ f i f o s , r t a i _ s e m , r t a i _ s c h e d
i d e _ g e n e r i c 805 0 [ pe rmanen t ]
Code 10: Check if the RTAI module was previously loaded.
7.2.2 The daemon, the arguments and the configuration file
Now it is time to run the user daemon, it could ran before the kernel module but it would not
be so much useful26.
To run the program, run it with the next arguments (like the next example):
. / r t a i n e t d 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 1 4 5 r t a i n e t d . nodes
Code 11: Load the rtainetd daemon.
The first argument is the networking IP of the node that will run the daemon, it is always
required. The second argument is the path and name of the configuration file; if the second
argument is not given rtainetd tries to read a configuration from /etc/rtainetd.nodes.
The configuration file /etc/rtainetd.nodes contains all the IP of the nodes of the network be-
tween single quotes; the IP of the own node (that was given as first parameter) must be there
inside. The configuration file must be the same for all the nodes, even the order of the IPs.
The configuration reader is really simple: the IPs must be between single quotes like the
example 12, and then are read the exactly the 15 characters of an IP address27. The bash
comments are recognized as comments, and the rest of the file is completely ignored.
26It would be only useful to monitorize from the standard output the name of the mailboxes registered over the
network, if the macro variable EXTRA_INFO has been activated (otherwise the program is silent).
27If something different than an IP address is between single quotes, the rtainetd will crash.
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# Not i n c l u d i n g t h e s e IPs :
# ’ 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 2 0 0 . 2 4 1 ’ ’ 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 2 0 0 . 2 4 5 ’
RTAI_NET_MBX_NODE= ( ’ 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 2 0 0 . 2 4 0 ’ ’ 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 2 0 0 . 2 4 6 ’ ’ 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 2 0 0 . 2 4 7 ’ ’ 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 2 0 0 . 2 4 8 ’ )
Code 12: Example of configuration file
In the example of the configuration file 12, all the IPs found after the “#” character would be
ignored, and all the other read. As it is possible to see this file can be used for Bash scripting.
7.2.3 Load an End User Kernel Module
7.3 How to make an End User Module
To create an End User module using the rt_net_mbx API is only required to include the header
rtai_net_mbx.h and have the symbols of the rnm.ko module.
7.3.1 Compile a Module
To compile the end user module, is required to have the symbols of the rt_net_mbx module as
it is explained in the Kbuild documentation [6]; the easiest way to have it, is to copy the Mod-
ule.symvers file to the local folder of the working directory or use the variable KBUILD_EXTRA_SYMBOLS
inside the Makefile with the path of the Module.symvers file of the module28.
The code 13 is an example of Makefile to compile an external module using the rt_net_mbx
API and the symbols from the Module.symvers rt_net_mbx module.
obj−m := m o d u l e _ t e s t 4 . o
KDIR := / u s r / s r c / l i n u x −2 . 6 . 3 2 . 2
RTAI_DIR := / o p t / r e a l t i m e
RTAI_NET_MBX_DIR := / p a t h / t o / t h e / RTAI_NET_MBX / d i r e c t o r y
PWD := $ ( s h e l l pwd )
EXTRA_CFLAGS := −DEXPORT_SYMTAB −I / o p t / r e a l t i m e / i n c l u d e / −I / u s r / i n c l u d e / −I$ (PWD)
−I$ (RTAI_NET_MBX_DIR) − f f a s t −math −mhard− f l o a t
KBUILD_EXTRA_SYMBOLS := $ (RTAI_NET_MBX_DIR) / Module . symvers
d e f a u l t : . . / . . / Module . symvers m o d u l e _ t e s t 4 . h
$ (MAKE) −C $ (KDIR) SUBDIRS=$ (PWD) modules
c l e a n :
rm − r f . t m p _ v e r s i o n s ∗ . symvers ∗ . o ∗ . ko ∗ . mod . c . ∗ . cmd .∗ f l a g s ∗ . o r d e r
Code 13: Example of Makefile for an external module
28Two common issues: that variable, KBUILD_EXTRA_SYMBOLS, only recognizes the absolute path to the file
Module.symvers; and this file is only generated after compile the module.
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7.3.2 Example of an End User Module
Next, there is a simple example of module that uses all the features of rt_net_mbx API. It is a
module for 4 nodes; to make it work send the module to 4 nodes, no more or less nodes or it
will not work properly.
What make this code is just a simple integrity test of a data buffer: first it registers for each
node one mailbox name; then the first mailbox send a string to the next mailbox of the list and
then second to the third until the last to the list send it back to the first mailbox that checks if
the buffer contains the integrity of the message.
Then, there is a second easy test that send a data struct and calculates the next element of the
Fibonacci series.
Finally all the nodes delete the mailboxes and the code finish.
1 # inc lude < l i n u x / k e r n e l . h>
2 # inc lude < l i n u x / module . h>
3 # inc lude < l i n u x / i n i t . h>
4
5 # inc lude < r t a i . h>
6 # inc lude < r t a i _ m a l l o c . h>
7
8 # inc lude < l i n u x / s t r i n g . h>
9 # inc lude " . . / . . / r t a i _ n e t _ m b x . h "
10
11
12 s t a t i c RT_TASK t a s k ;
13
14
15 s t a t i c vo id c o n t r o l ( long tmp ) ;
16 s t a t i c i n t _ _ i n i t r t _ I N I T ( void ) ;
17 s t a t i c vo id _ _ e x i t r t_EXIT ( void ) ;
18
19 MODULE_AUTHOR( " V i c t o r R . Escoba r Olmos < v i c t o r . r . e . o@gmail . com>" ) ;
20 MODULE_DESCRIPTION( "RTAI NET MBX t e s t i n g module . " ) ;
21 MODULE_LICENSE( "GPL" ) ;
22
23 s t a t i c RT_TASK t a s k ;
24
25 s t a t i c vo id c o n t r o l ( long tmp ) {
26 # d e f i n e NUM_MBX 4 /∗ l e n g t h o f mbx [ ] ∗ /
27 char ∗ mbx [ ] = { " Mailbox0 " , " Mailbox1 " , " Mailbox2 " , " Mailbox3 " } ;
28 i n t whoami=−1, s i z e =0 , i , r e g i s t e r e d =−1,∗ in tMsg =NULL;
29
30 char ∗ s t r i n g ="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789" ;
31 void ∗ msg=NULL;
32
33 s t r u c t s t r u c t _ f i b o n a c c i {
34 i n t p rev ; / / p r e v i o u s number
35 i n t c u r ; / / c u r r e n t number
36 i n t num ; / / P o s i t i o n
37 } ∗ s f i b ;
38
39 r t _ p r i n t k ( "TM: r t _ n e t _ m b x . Task : %p \ n " , r t_whoami ( ) ) ;
40
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42
43 /∗ ∗ R e g i s t e r on each node one mai lbox o f t h e l i s t . whoami w i l l t e l l us on which node
are we : ) ∗ ∗ /
44 r t _ p r i n t k ( " [ m o d u l e _ t e s t ] R e g i s t e r i n g MBX\ n " ) ;
45
46 f o r ( i =0 , whoami=−1 ; i <NUM_MBX && whoami==−1 ; ( i =( i +1)%NUM_MBX) ) {
47 / / Pre : i =0 , whoami=−1
48 / / I n v a r i a n t : i >=0 && i <NUM_MBX && whoami!=−1
49 / / Pos t : whoami==i , i <=NUM_MBX && i >=0 , each node has c r e a t e a u n i que
mai lbox i d e n t i f i e r
50
51 sw i t ch ( ( r e g i s t e r e d = r t _ n e t _ m b x _ c r e a t e ( mbx [ i ] , 0 , 0 ) ) ) { / / u n l i m i t e d new
mai lbox
52 case 0 : / / Done
53 whoami= i ; / / E x i t c o n d i t i o n
54 p r i n t k ( " : ) I c r e a t e d t h e MBX: %s \ n " ,mbx [ i ] ) ;
55 break ;
56 case −2: / / D u p l i c a t e
57 p r i n t k ( " : ( The MBX %s was a l r e a d y r e g i s t e r e d i n t h e ne twork \ n
" ,mbx [ i ] ) ;
58 break ;
59 de f au l t :
60 p r i n t k ( " : ( Some k ind of e r r o r happened t r y i n g t o c r e a t e %s \ n "
,mbx [ i ] ) ;
61 re turn ; / / E x i t
62 break ;
63 }
64 }
65
66 / / M i c r o t e s t f o r t h e r t _ n e t _ m b x _ e x i s t and r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ e x i s t
67 i f ( ! r t _ n e t _ m b x _ e x i s t ( mbx [ whoami ] ) ) r t _ p r i n t k ( "ERROR: My l o c a l Mailbox doesn ’ t e x i s t !
\ n " ) ;
68 i f ( r t _ n e t _ m b x _ e x i s t ( " a s d f g h j k " ) ! = 0 ) r t _ p r i n t k ( "ERROR: A non e x i s t i n g mai lbox e x i s t s
! \ n " ) ;
69
70 / / Wait u n t i l a l l t h e Mai lboxs are r e g i s t e r e d ( w a i t f o r t h e n e x t one i t ’ s enough , b u t
. . . . i t ’ s a t e s t )
71 f o r ( i =0 ; i <NUM_MBX; i ++)
72 i f ( ! r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ e x i s t ( mbx [ i /∗ ( whoami +1)%NUM_MBX∗ / ] ) ) r t _ p r i n t k ( "ERROR!
I t r e t u r n e d some th ing i m p o s s i b l e ! \ n " ) ;
73
74 / / Now t h e MBX0 w i l l send a message t o t h e 1 , 1 t o 2 , 2 t o 3 . . . and NUM_MBX t o t h e
f i r s t
75 / / Then , t h e node w i t h t h e MBX0 w i l l check t h e i n t e g r i t y .
76 r t _ p r i n t k ( " [ m o d u l e _ t e s t ] S t a r t i n g t h e code f o r t e s t i n g \ n " ) ;
77
78
79 i f ( whoami ! = 0 ) { /∗ ∗ a l l t h o s e nodes t h a t haven ’ t t h e Mai lbox0 ∗ ∗ /
80
81 / / B l o c k i n g u n t i l i t won ’ t r e c e i v e a message
82 i f ( ( s i z e = r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ r e c e i v e ( mbx [ whoami ] ,&msg ) ) <1) {
83 r t _ p r i n t k ( " E r r o r r e c e i v i n g a message , r e t u r n code : %i : ( " , s i z e ) ;
84 re turn ; / / E x i t
85 }
86
87 / / Send t h e message t o t h e n e x t Node and f i n i s h t h e code
88 r t _ n e t _ m b x _ s e n d ( mbx [ ( whoami +1)%NUM_MBX] , s i z e ,&msg ) ;
89
90 r t _ p r i n t k ( " : ) The r e c e i v e d s t r i n g matchs wi th t h e o r i g i n a l one : %s . \ n " , ( char
∗ ) msg ) ;
91 / / Freedom f o r t h e memory , xD . ( a l l t h e nodes )
92 r t _ f r e e ( msg ) ;
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93
94 / / Now m u l t i p l y by 2 t h e incoming number :
95 i f ( ( s i z e = r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ r e c e i v e ( mbx [ whoami ] , ( void ∗∗ )&intMsg ) ) <1) {
96 r t _ p r i n t k ( " : ( E r r o r r e c e i v i n g a message , r e t u r n code : %i . \ n " , s i z e ) ;
97 re turn ;
98 }
99
100 /∗ ∗ M u l t i p l y by 2 e v e r y number ∗ ∗ /
101
102 ∗ in tMsg =∗ in tMsg ∗2 ;
103 i f ( r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ s e n d ( mbx [ 0 ] , s i z e , ( void ∗∗ )&intMsg ) ! = 0 ) r t _ p r i n t k ( " E r r o r
s e n d i n g a number ! ? ! \ n " ) ;
104 r t _ p r i n t k ( " Sen t back a %i t o %s \ n " ,∗ intMsg , mbx [ whoami ] ) ;
105 r t _ f r e e ( in tMsg ) ;
106
107 /∗ ∗ F i b o n a c c i T e s t : c a l c u l a t e t h e n e x t number o f t h e m a t h e m a t i c a l s e q u e n c e ∗
∗ /
108
109 r t _ p r i n t k ( " Wai t i ng f o r f i b o n a c c i s t r u c t \ n " ) ;
110
111 i f ( ( s i z e = r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ r e c e i v e ( mbx [ whoami ] , ( void ∗∗ )&s f i b ) ) <1) {
112 r t _ p r i n t k ( " : ( E r r o r r e c e i v i n g a f i b o n a c c i message , r e t u r n code : %i . \ n
" , s i z e ) ;
113 }
114
115 r e g i s t e r e d = s f i b −>prev ; / / " r e g i s t e r e d " as a u x i l i a r var
116 s f i b −>prev = s f i b −>c u r ;
117 s f i b −>c u r = r e g i s t e r e d + s f i b −>c u r ;
118 ( s f i b −>num ) ++;
119 r t _ p r i n t k ( " F i b o n a c c i #%i : %i \ n " , s f i b −>num , s f i b −>c u r ) ;
120 i f ( r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ s e n d ( mbx [ 0 ] , s i z e , ( void ∗∗ )&s f i b ) ! = 0 ) r t _ p r i n t k ( " E r r o r
s e n d i n g a f i b o n a c c i s t r u c t ! ? ! \ n " ) ;
121 r t _ f r e e ( s f i b ) ;
122
123 } e l s e { /∗ ∗ The node t h a t has t h e Mai lbox0 . Here s t a r t s and f i n n i s h " t h e game " ∗ ∗ /
124
125 msg =( void ∗ ) s t r i n g ; / / Cr ea t e a message l i k e any o t h e r c o u l d be
126 s i z e = s i z e o f ( char ) ∗ ( s t r l e n ( s t r i n g ) +1) ; / / Rea l s i z e o f t h i s s t r i n g + \ 0
127
128 / / Send t h e message t o t h e n e x t Node , and w a i t f o r t h e answer : )
129 sw i t ch ( r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ s e n d ( mbx [ ( whoami +1)%NUM_MBX] , s i z e ,&msg ) ) {
130 case 0 : / / Done
131 p r i n t k ( " : ) Send s u c c e s f u l l y t o t h e MBX %s \ n " ,mbx [ ( whoami +1)%
NUM_MBX] ) ;
132 break ;
133 case −4 : / / Doesn ’ t e x i s t
134 p r i n t k ( " : ( E r r o r t r y i n g t o send a message , t h e MBX %s doesn ’
t e x i s t \ n " ,mbx [ ( whoami +1)%NUM_MBX] ) ;
135 re turn ; / / E x i t
136 break ;
137 de f au l t : / / Error , t i m e o u t
138 p r i n t k ( " : ( Some k ind of e r r o r happened t r y i n g t o send a
message t o %s \ n " ,mbx [ ( whoami +1)%NUM_MBX] ) ;
139 re turn ; / / E x i t
140 break ;
141 }
142
143 msg=NULL; / / Not r e a l l y r e q u i r e d
144
145 / / R e c e i v e t h e message a f t e r i t r o t a t e d i n a l l t h e nodes
146 i f ( ( s i z e = r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ r e c e i v e ( mbx [ whoami ] ,&msg ) ) <1) {
147 r t _ p r i n t k ( " : ( E r r o r r e c e i v i n g a message , r e t u r n code : %i . \ n " , s i z e ) ;
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148 }
149
150 / / Compare i f t h e s e n t message i t ’ s t h e same than t h e r e c e i v e d
151 i f ( s t r c mp ( s t r i n g , msg ) ==0) { / / I t matchs
152 r t _ p r i n t k ( " : ) The r e c e i v e d msg matchs : %s . \ n " , ( char ∗ ) msg ) ;
153 } e l s e { / / I t doesn ’ t match
154 r t _ p r i n t k ( " : ( E r r o r t h e r e c e i v e d s t r i n g doesn ’ t match wi th t h e
o r i g i n a l one . \ n " ) ;
155 }
156
157 /∗ ∗ Now send a number and t h e n e x t node w i l l r e t u r n i t m u l t i p l i e d by 2 ∗ ∗ /
158 s i z e = s i z e o f ( i n t ) ;
159 in tMsg = r t _ m a l l o c ( s i z e ) ;
160 msg =( void ∗ ) in tMsg ;
161
162 f o r ( i =0 ; i <NUM_MBX; i ++) {
163 ∗ in tMsg = i ;
164 i f ( i != whoami ) r t _ n e t _ m b x _ s e n d ( mbx [ i ] , s i z e ,&msg ) ;
165 }
166 r t _ f r e e ( in tMsg ) ;
167 msg=NULL; / / Not r e a l l y r e q u i r e d
168
169 f o r ( i =0 ; i <NUM_MBX; i ++) {
170 i f ( i != whoami ) {
171 / / R e c e i v e t h e message a f t e r i t r o t a t e d i n a l l t h e nodes
172 i f ( ( s i z e = r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ r e c e i v e ( mbx [ whoami ] , ( void ∗∗ )&intMsg
) ) <1) {
173 r t _ p r i n t k ( " : ( E r r o r r e c e i v i n g a message , r e t u r n code :
%i . \ n " , s i z e ) ;
174 } e l s e {
175 r t _ p r i n t k ( " 2x%i=%i \ n " , (∗ in tMsg ) / 2 ,∗ in tMsg ) ;
176
177 }
178 }
179 }
180 r t _ f r e e ( in tMsg ) ;
181
182 /∗ ∗ F i b o n a c c i t e s t : ask t h e nodes abou t t h e n e s t number o f t h e m a t h e m a t i c a l
s e q u e n c e ∗ ∗ /
183
184 s i z e = s i z e o f ( s t r u c t s t r u c t _ f i b o n a c c i ) ;
185 s f i b = r t _ m a l l o c ( s i z e ) ;
186 s f i b −>prev =0;
187 s f i b −>c u r =1;
188 msg =( void ∗ ) s f i b ;
189 s f i b −>num=0; / / p o s i t i o n o f t h e f i b o n a c c i s u c e s i o n
190
191 f o r ( i =0 ; i <NUM_MBX; i ++) {
192 i f ( i != whoami ) {
193 sw i t ch ( r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ s e n d ( mbx [ i ] , s i z e ,&msg ) ) {
194 case 0 : / / Done
195 break ;
196 case −4 : / / Doesn ’ t e x i s t
197 p r i n t k ( " : ( E r r o r s e n d i n g a message , t h e MBX %
s doesn ’ t e x i s t \ n " ,mbx [ i ] ) ;
198 re turn ; / / E x i t
199 de f au l t : / / Error , t i m e o u t
200 p r i n t k ( " : ( Some k ind of e r r o r happened
s e n d i n g a message t o %s \ n " ,mbx [ i ] ) ;
201 re turn ; / / E x i t
202 }
203
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204 r t _ p r i n t k ( " F i b o n a c c i s e n t t o MBX %s #%i : %i \ n " ,mbx [ i ] , s f i b −>
num , s f i b −>c u r ) ;
205
206 msg=NULL; / / Not r e a l l y r e q u i r e d
207 r t _ f r e e ( s f i b ) ;
208
209 i f ( ( s i z e = r t _ n e t _ m b x _ b l c k _ r e c e i v e ( mbx [ whoami ] , ( void ∗∗ )&s f i b ) )
<1) {
210 r t _ p r i n t k ( " : ( E r r o r r e c e i v i n g a f i b o n a c c i message ,
r e t u r n code : %i . \ n " , s i z e ) ;
211 }
212 r t _ p r i n t k ( "MBX %s answered : #%i : %i \ n " ,mbx [ i ] , s f i b −>num , s f i b
−>c u r ) ;
213
214 msg =( void ∗ ) s f i b ; / / r e q u i e r e d a t t h e n e x t l oop
215 }
216 }
217
218 r t _ f r e e ( s f i b ) ;
219 }
220
221
222 / / Now d e l e t e a l l t h e m a i l b o x e s and f i n n i s h t h e t e s t
223 i f ( r t _ n e t _ m b x _ d e l e t e ( mbx [ whoami ] ) ) p r i n t k ( " E r r o r d e l e t i n g t h e MBX %s \ n " ,mbx [ whoami ] ) ;
224
225 r t _ p r i n t k ( " [ m o d u l e _ t e s t ] T e s t f i n n i s h e d : Bye bye ! \ n " ) ;
226
227 /∗ ∗ TEST FINNISHED ∗ ∗ /
228 re turn ;
229 }
230
231
232 s t a t i c i n t _ _ i n i t r t _ I N I T ( void ) { / / S t a r t i n g TEST
233 long l o n g i =1234;
234
235 i f ( r t _ t a s k _ i n i t (& t a s k , c o n t r o l , l o n g i , 10240 , 0 , 0 , NULL) ) {
236 p r i n t k ( " r t _ n e t _ m b x t e s t i n g module : c a n n o t i n i t i a l i z e c o n t r o l
t a s k \ n " ) ;
237 re turn −1;
238 }
239 r t _ t a s k _ r e s u m e (& t a s k ) ;
240 p r i n t k ( " r t _ n e t _ m b x t e s t i n g module l o a d e d \ n " ) ;
241 re turn ( 0 ) ;
242 }
243
244
245 s t a t i c vo id _ _ e x i t r t_EXIT ( void ) { / / E x i t
246 r t _ t a s k _ d e l e t e (& t a s k ) ;
247 p r i n t k (KERN_INFO " r t _ n e t _ m b x t e s t i n g module u n l o a d e d \ n " ) ;
248 }
249
250
251 m o d u l e _ e x i t ( r t_EXIT )
252 m o d u l e _ i n i t ( r t _ I N I T )
Code 14: Example of end user module
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7.3.3 How to load the Module
To load an external module that uses the rt_net_mbx API, it has to be loaded after the rnm.ko
module and the rtainetd service is running. Then just load it as usual:
modprobe endUserModule . ko
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8 Conclusions
The obtained results during the development time of the rt_net_mbx project, although some
little errors, are enough to say that it is a real and functional communication system for the
Real Time nodes which do not have a Real Time compatible driver.
At time to end the rt_net_mbx project, the software has the following features:
• A mailbox based system to exchange messages between nodes.
• Support to identify the mailboxes by the name, independently of the node.
• Support to read a simple configuration file to add and delete nodes.
• A customizable header to adjust several parameters, like switch between TCP or UDP.
• It is a module for RTAI Linux.
• It has a GPL license and the source code is well commented.
After finishing this part of the project, it is correct to say that rt_net_mbx is not a truly Real
Time program; because it is executed in user space where there are a lot of interruptions from
the operative system that can not be controlled by the programmer, and in the other hand,
because it is missing this kind of control inside kernel space to control the time that takes a
function to be executed. This does not mean that is not compatible with RTAI systems, it is
only compatible with Soft Real time programs with the main lack of the missing control of
this mentioned feature.
Because of this missing feature the main effort at time to program the code was to realize
the task as fast as possible and let the code prepared to add this feature after warranty the
communication of the nodes. Then, most functions have an alternative option where they
use a fast return without wait for the answer for the other subsystems and realize the request
without wait too much time. It is not a real deterministic time inside a closed interval, but, it is
a first step to do the communications between the nodes a bit more close to an authentic Real
Time API.
In addition of this mentioned lack, other features that would be useful in the future and could
be necessary to execute this code on a production system would be for example:
• An implementation of timeouts directly from the end user API.
• Add a use case to process the situation of a networking timeout29 and process it taking
care of the design.
• Improve the networking side, to add and delete nodes dynamically during the execution
time.
29all the structures are prepared but this exception is not processed: it is still missing.
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• Improve the configuration file reader to add more configuration parameters that currently
are macros variables.
• Move the API and the comments over the code to the doxygen style, to do the documen-
tation easily maintainable.
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10 Appendix
10.1 Public API
10.1.1 Previous considerations
The user daemon “rtainetd” must be working at time to use this functions and all the nodes
use the same configuration.
The input checkings are disabled by default, the responsability to check the inputs is over the
user who will use this API.
About the parameter “char MBXName[]”:
• It must be unique in the whole network.
• It must have 8 characters, no more, no less; e.g. char * string="Mail ABC"; .
• It only can be deleted on the same node where it was created.
• It can be a constant.
10.1.2 Functions
• int rt_net_mbx_create(char MBXName[], unsigned int maxMsg, size_t maxMsgSize);
It registers a mailbox name over the network. The function finish when a status is
returned.
Parameters
MBXName The mailbox name.
maxMsg Maximum number of messages.
maxMsgSize Maximum size of a message.
Return values
DONE 0
ERROR -1
DUPLICATE -2
CONNECTION_TIMEOUT -3
• int rt_net_mbx_delete(char MBXName[]);
It unregister a mailbox name from the network and delete all the associated data (inclu-
iding the incomming messages).
If the returned code is not DONE, it tries to delete it anyway (if it was on the local
machine).
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Parameters MBXName The mailbox name.
Return values
DONE 0
ERROR -1
CONNECTION_TIMEOUT -2
DOESNT_EXIST -4
• int rt_net_mbx_exist(char MBXName[]);
This function checks if the mailbox is registered over the network and finish.
Parameters MBXName The mailbox name.
Return values
It is not registered 1
It is already registered. 0
• int rt_net_mbx_blck_exist(char MBXName[]);
It works like rt_net_mbx_exist, with the difference that function is blocked until the
mailbox is registered. If it is never registered it will be blocked forever.
Parameters MBXName The mailbox name.
Return values It is already registered. 0
• int rt_net_mbx_blck_send(char MBXName[], size_t msg_size, void **msg);
This function sends a buffer message to a Mailbox; the function is blocked until there is
a delivery confirmation. The mailbox can be in the local machine or remote.
Parameters
MBXName The mailbox name.
msg_size Size of the buffer message.
msg Pointer to pointer to a buffer.
Return values
DONE 0
ERROR -1
CONNECTION_TIMEOUT -3
DOESNTEXIST -4
• void rt_net_mbx_send(char MBXName[], size_t msg_size, void **msg);
This function sends a buffer message to a Mailbox; the function uses the minimum
required time to send the message and it does not get a delivery confirmation. The
mailbox can be in the local machine or remote.
Parameters
MBXName The mailbox name.
msg_size Size of the buffer message.
msg Pointer to pointer to a buffer.
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• size_t rt_net_mbx_receive(char MBXName[], void **data);
Gets a message, if any, destined to the given mailbox. If there are no messages, the
function finish returning a size zero.
Parameters
MBXName The mailbox name.
data Pointer to pointer to a buffer.
Return values
message size size of the buffer and *data
points to the incomming message.
ERROR -1 and *data is NULL
DOESNTEXIST -4 and *data is NULL
(no messages) 0 and *data is NULL
Note: the memory of the buffer is reserved inside of the function.
• size_t rt_net_mbx_blck_receive(char MBXName[], void **data);
Gets a message, destined to the given mailbox. If there are no messages, the function is
blocked until a new one arrive to the mailbox.
Parameters
MBXName The mailbox name.
data Pointer to pointer to a buffer.
Return values
message size size of the buffer and *data
points to the incomming message.
ERROR -1 and *data is NULL
DOESNTEXIST -4 and *data is NULL
Note: the memory of the buffer is reserved inside of the function.
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